M4D27X24 - 4-Drawer Cabinet - 6” Drawers
A '27 Series' Narrow Cabinet
This four drawer cabinet is perfect when space
is limited. At less than 27 inches in height and
24 inches in width it can go places our
standard width cabinets can’t. But don’t let its
size fool you. It holds 540 CDs in jewel boxes
or 240 DVDs or Blu-ray in standard movie
packaging - 1,080 discs in slimline cases and
over 2,000 in sleeves. Three rows for CDs two rows for DVDs.
Stack two and you’ve got serious high density
storage capacity in less than two feet. The
narrow width allows M4D27X24 to fit in
small places but it can also be lined up with
any ‘27 Series’ cabinet to reach virtually any
width or fill any space. With a capacity of 100
pounds per drawer, it will carry anything.

Stack It With Confidence
M4D27X24 is the narrow version of MC4D27, and just
like it's big brother, M4D27X24 is great alone, but can also
be used in configurations with other modules.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 78 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 23.5" W x 26.75" H x 20" D
Inside Drawer: 20" W x 6" H x 18" D
Weight Capacity: 100 lb per drawer
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat available in 18 colors
Lock: Standard ( Cabinets can be ordered without locks )
FEATURES
- Safety interlocking drawers prevent tipping
- Key lock for added safety and security
- Heavy duty full-extension ball bearing sliders for total access
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking

Choose any two desk pedestals from the
Narrow ‘27 Series’ lineup. Add legs, a modesty panel
and a desktop and voila, a metal desk, just like the good old days - but better.

Safety and Practicality
The full extension sliders mean you have access to every inch of space - and
to avoid tipping, the safety interlocking feature ensures only one drawer can
be open at a time. And don't forget that a locked cabinet is a safer cabinet. All
our drawer cabinets include a key lock for added security and peace of mind.
Cabinets are also keyed alike for your convenience. While a lock is standard
on all drawer cabinets, they can be ordered without a lock if desired - just ask!
- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet off the
floor. The levelers rest in dimples topside when stacking
- Provides dust-free space efficient storage
- Steel is recyclable, so this cabinet will never end up in a landfill
- Like all Can-Am cabinets, there is no assembly required.

CAPACITY: 540 CDs or 240 DVDs/Blu-ray in standard packaging. 1080 disc in slimline cases. Over 2000 in paper or plastic sleeves.

MATCHING COMPONENTS
The M4D27X24 shares the dimensions of
these cabinets. That’s good to know when
designing configurations or a desk that needs
to be at a common height.
CH27X24
M3D27X24
F2D27X24
F1D27X24
HF27X24
OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / MICA TOP / METAL TOP / MEDIA DIVIDERS & BACKSTOPS / LABEL HOLDERS
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